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The Kibble-Slepian formula expresses the exponential of a quadratic form 
Q(x) = x’S(I + S)-‘x, S’ = S, in n variables x = col(x,, . . , xn) as a series of 
products of Hermite polynomials, thus generalizing Mehler’s formula. This extension 
is restricted, however, to the case where the diagonal elements of the symmetric 
matrix S are all unity. We derive the general formula for an arbitrary symmetric 
matrix S, where I + S is positive definite, using techniques familiar from the boson 
operator treatment of the harmonic oscillator in quantum mechanics. 
1. PRINCIPAL RESULT 
Hermite polynomials occur in quantum mechanics in the determination 
of the energy eigenfunctions of the simple harmonic oscillator. Mehler’s 
formula, which expresses the exponential of a quadratic form in two 
variables as a series in products of Hermite polynomials, and its extension22 3 
to n variables given by Kibble [l], Carlitz [2], and Slepian [3] have a 
corresponding interpretation in terms of the eigenfunctions of the n- 
dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator. 
We give here an extension of these formulas using algebraic techniques of 
operator theory familiar from transformation theory in quantum mechanics. 
Two proofs of the principal resuit, Eq. (6) below, are given. In the first 
proof, we use a representation of the Hermite polynomials, which is surely 
‘The U.S. Government’s right to retain a nonexclusive royalty-free license in and to the 
copyright covering this paper, for governmental purposes, is acknowledged. 
*This formula, which includes the Mehler and Carlitz formulas as special cases, has recently 
been proved by Foata and Garsia [4] using combinatorial methods. 
‘We are indebted to R. Askey for bringing the paper by Kibble to our attention (private 
communication) after the first draft of the present paper was written. Slepian and Kibble 
obtain the same final result. 
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well known, but not found in the standard mathematics reference texts (see, 
however, Kibble [l] and Rota et al. [5, pp. 43, 441): 4 
e-(‘/4)D:(2q)” = H,(q), (1) 
where Dq = i3/aq. In a second proof of Eq. (6), we use the boson operator 
calculus, after indicating briefly the well-known relationship of this calculus 
to the harmonic oscillator problem. 
Let S = (sij) denote a real symmetric matrix, x = col(x,, . . . , x,) a 
column matrix with n components,5 and x’ the transpose of x (row matrix). 
Then 
X’SX = 2 siixi’ + 2 x sijxixj. (2) 
I<iln I li<jln 
The exponential of this quadratic form has the expansion 
ex’sxz~[ ,c~j~"(~)k.i/kij!]2-tr'K(2X2)k2...(2X~)kn, (3) 
where 
trK= i kii, (4) 
i=l 
ki = kii + i k,,, i= 1,2 )...) n. (5) 
j=1 
In this result, ZK denotes the n(n + 1)/2 fold summation over kij = 
0,1,2,... for all integers i and j such that 1 5 i 5j 5 n. Applying the 
operator exp( - v ‘/4), where v 2 = Z;=,(a/axj)2, to both sides of Eq. (3) 
and using Eq. (l), we obtain our principal result: 
e -(l/4)v~ex’sx - - [det(l + S)] -v2&S(1+S)-‘x 
= z [ ,,Ej5,( ~)k”/k,i!]2-tr~~ksx,)... Hk(xn),  
(6) 
4Here H,( 4) denotes the Hermite polynomials as defined by Erdelyi er al. [6]. Equation (1) 
was used in unpublished lectures in quantum mechanics in 1961 by the author; formulas of this 
type and their relationship to transformation theory in quantum mechanics were developed 
further by King [7]. 
5We usually consider that x, E R, but in formulas (3) and (6) the x, may, in fact, be 
indeterminates. 
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where I denotes the n X n identity matrix. We have anticipated Eq. (7) 
below in stating this result. Equation (6) reduces to the Kibble-Slepian 
result6 in the special case sii = 1, i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
To complete the proof of Eq. (6), we must establish the identity 
e -(1/4)v*&sx - - [det( I + S)] -‘/2ex’s(I+s)-‘x (7) 
for I + S positive definite. To prove Eq. (7), we require the preliminary 
result in one variable given by 
for (Y E W and 1 + (Y > 0. Before proving Eq. (8), let us show how this 
result is used to prove Eq. (7): Let x = Ay, where A is the real orthogonal 
matrix that diagonalizes S, that is, A’S4 = A = diagonal matrix. Since the 
Laplacian operator V 2 is invariant under orthogonal transformations, it 
follows that Eq. (7) holds for S if it holds for A. But the validity of Eq. (7) 
for S = A = diag(h,,..., A,) follows by multiplying together n equations 
of the form (8) corresponding to (Y = A,, q = xk, k = 1,2,. . . , n. Thus, Eq. 
(7) is valid for each S such that 1 + A, > 0, k = 1,2,. . . , n, that is, for 
I + S positive definite. 
Consider next the proof of Eq. (8). Let 
One method for showing that f( (Y, q) is also given by the right-hand side of 
Eq. (8) uses the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relation for operators A and 
B: 
ease --A = fii [A, Bl,,,,W 
k=O 
where [A, B],, = B, [A, B],,, = [A, B] = AB - BA, and [A, B],,, denotes 
the multiple commutator defined recursively by [A, B],,, = [A, [A, B](,- ,)I 
fork= 1,2,... .Onethenfinds 
e-(1/4)D:qe(l/W: = q _ 30,. (9 
This result may now be used to show that f(a, q) satisfies the following 
6Kibble points out that one can always reduce the s,, to unity by a redefinition of the 
variables x,. This requires, however, that one expand Hk( ax) in terms of Hermite polynomials 
to obtain Eq. (6). 
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first-order partial differential equations (King [7]):7 
$6 4) = ~f(% 41, 
%(a, 4) = 2q* - (a + 1) 
2(o + l)* 
fh 4). (11) 
These two relations together with f(0, q) = 1 then uniquely determine 
f(a, q) in the form given by Eq. (8). 
Remarks. (i) It is interesting to observe that Eq. (6) is more general than 
Mehler’s formula, even for n = 2. Thus, for 
we obtain: 
where 
A = (1 + a)(1 + b) - c* > 0. (13) 
The case a = b = 0 corresponds to Mehler’s formula. Also from the case 
a = 0, b = 1, c = 1, we recover the standard generating function for the 
Hermite polynomials: 
since 
‘y &*/3(x) _ (2X)k 
p=. /3!(k - 2/l)! - k! ’ 05) 
‘Methods of this type go back at least to the papers of Crofton [8] and Glaisher [9]. 
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[This last (well-known) result is itself easily derived using (2q)” = 
e(‘/4)D:H (q) and D H (q) 
from Eq.“( 1) (King fi])> 
= 2nH,- ,(q), these relations following trivially 
(ii)InEq.(6)wemayputS= -T(I+ T)-‘,sothatS(I+S)-’ = -T 
and (I + S)-’ = I + T. We then obtain the expansion of the exponential 
of an arbitrary negative definite quadratic form Q(x) = - x’Tx as a series 
of products of Hermite polynomials. 
2. INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF BOSON OPERATORS 
The normalized solutions in L2( - cc, 00) of the Schrodinger equation for 
the simple harmonic oscillator, 
are 
(17) 
where& =n++,n=0,1,2 ,.... Multiplying Eq. (6) by appropriate ex- 
ponential and numerical factors, we thus obtain 
~2-“Kdk,(x,)Jlk2(X2). . . ~k,(XJ (18) 
We next show how Eq. (18) [hence, Eq. (6)] follows almost trivially from the 
boson operator realization of the harmonic oscillator state vectors. 
In the position representation of quantum mechanical operators, the 
boson operators Q and Z are defined by 
a = 1 q - I$)’ 
$( 
ii=’ q+D,). 
2 J( 2 
These operators then satisfy the commutation relations [a, a] = 1, [a, a] = 0, 
[Z, Z] = 0; note that ~7 is the adjoint of a in L2( - cc, cc). The wave function 
q”(q) may now be written as 
(20) 
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where 
JIo( q) = r-‘/de -4*/2. (21) 
All this is quite standard. Let us next demonstrate the relationship of these 
results to Eq. (18). 
Consider again Eq. (3). Since the xi in this result are indeterminates, one 
may interpret the xi (i = 1,2, . . . , n)asbosonoperatorsa;(i= 1,2,...,n) 
satisfying the canonical commutation relations 
Then 
[ai, a,] = 0, [q, Uj] = 6,,, [iii, iij] = 0. (22) 
We now recognize from Eq. (20) that the right-hand side of Eq. (18) is the 
result of operating on the ground-state wave function 
,J,& x) = T -“/$ -U/Wx 
(24 
with the right-hand side of boson operator identity (23). Hence, the left-hand 
side of Eq. (18) must be the result of the operator exp3a’Sa acting on the 
wave function (24). 
More generally, we may regard the boson operators a, and Gj (i = 
1,2,..., n) as abstract operators satisfying the canonical commutation 
relations (22) and acting in a Hilbert space X. Thus we may write Eq. (23) 
as 
e(‘/2)a’SaJO) = z [ ,~~~,~s~//kj,!]2-trK~~la~z.. . uin[O), (25) 
where (0) E 3c is the normalized “vacuum” ket defined by L?,(O) = 0 for 
i = 1,2,..., n. Equation (18) is then just the position representation of the 
abstract boson state vector relation expressed by Eq. (25) with (x IO) = I/+,(X). 
We may either use Eq. (18) to infer 
e(l/2)o’Sa~o( 4 = Q -“/4[det( 1 + S)] -‘/2e-(1/2)*‘(I-sxI+s)-‘X, (26) 
or we may give an independent proof of (26), thus proving Eq. (18) [hence, 
Eq. (6)] starting from Eq. (25). For completeness, we also give a direct proof 
of Eq. (26). 
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The procedure for proving Eq. (26) is similar to that used for Eq. (8). 
Observing that x’x in the definition of #a(x) is invariant to orthogonal 
transformations x = Ay, we see that Eq. (26) (choose A such that A’SA = A 
= diagonal matrix) is true for an arbitrary symmetric matrix S with I + S 
positive definite, if the following relation is valid-: 
,W4)(q-~$, - (1/2)q2 = (1 + a) - we -(I -u)q2/2(1 +a) 
(27) 
for 1 + (Y > 0, (Y E W. Relation (27) may be proved by showing that 
h( (y, q) 1 &+xq-~,)2e -(1/w? 
satisfies the equations 
q), q) = e-ww. 
The partial differential equations for h(a, q) may be obtained by following 
the procedure leading to Eqs. (10) and (11). 
This completes the proof that Eq. (6) is just the position representation of 
the boson state vector (259, after removing common factors. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have used the method of the boson calculus in generalizing the 
Kibble-Slepian formula. The simplicity and power of this method is 
evident, since it maps the standard exponential expansion, Eq. (3) directly 
to the desired result, Eq. (6). Since the boson calculus possesses, in its most 
general form (see Chapter 5 of Ref. [IO]), many features of the umbra1 
calculus (see Rota et al. [5]) and the bitableaux methods of invariant theory 
(see Doubilet et al. [ 111) and Desarmenien et al. [ 12]), it is useful to review 
briefly several of its basic properties (see Chapter 5, Ref. [lo]). 
The boson calculus was introduced by Jordan [ 131 (in the context of field 
theory) and developed further by Schwinger [14], who used it as a powerful 
tool for determinin g explicitly the unitary irreducible representations and 
the Wigner and Racah coefficients for the group SU(2) of 2 X 2 unitary 
unimodular matrices.* 
sThis calculus has a rigorous interpretation in terms of the Hilbert space of entire analytic 
functions, as pointed out by Bargmann [ 151, who used the space to derive results similar to 
those obtained by Schwinger. 
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The applicability of the boson calculus to the study of representations of 
groups and Lie algebras may be attributed to four principal properties of 
this calculus: 
(i) The canonical commutation relations (22) are invariant under the 
group of unitary transformations, a + Ua, U E U(n) = group of n X n 
unitary matrices. 
(ii) The sesquilinear form a% is invariant to the group of unitary transfor- 
mations a +- Ua, ii + Pii, U E U(n). 
(iii) There is natural inner product on the space of all polynomials (over 
C)P(a) = P(a,, . . .) a,) in the boson operators ai; it is given by 
(P, P’) = (op*(a)P’(a)lO) =[P*(v)P’(z)]r=o E c, (28) 
where the inner product is evaluated by using the canonical commutation 
relations to move each 5; to the right until it annihilates IO) (or, equiva- 
lently, by carrying out the differentiation in the second form). Thus, the 
space of all polynomials in the ai is a separable Hilbert space X (more 
precisely, a pre-Hilbert space). 
(iv) There is a natural realization in X of the commutator algebra of 
n X n matrices given by the Jordan map. Thus, if X = (xij) and Y = ( yii) 
denote n X n matrices with elements xij, yii E C, then the operators in X 
defined by 
Lx= i xijaiiij, (29) 
i, j=l 
L, = i yijaiiij 
i, j=l 
(30) 
are linear, that is, 
L AX-tpY = XL,+ PLY, X,pEQ=, (31) 
and satisfy the commutation relation 
[Lx, b-1 = L[X,,]. (32) 
Properties (i) and (iii) are important for group representations because 
they imply that the operator T, on X defined by the action (T,P)(A) = 
P(U’A) is unitary for each U E U(n). Thus, unitary transformation of 
bosons + unitary transformation of X + unitary representation of U(n) 
(or any of its subgroups). Property (iv) shows that every Lie algebra over C 
may be realized (through the adjoint representation) by a set of boson 
operator transformations in 3c. 
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The realizations of operators in% given above is too restrictive to give 
their most general matrix representations. This situation is, however, easily 
remedied by replacing the column matrix boson a = col(a,, . . . , a,) by n 
replicas, thus obtaining the matrix boson A = (ai), wherej, k = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Properties (i)-(m) then generalize (replace n by n* and re-index the boson 
operators). Moreover, one now has the additional freedom of making left 
and right unitary transformations of the boson matrix (and, correspond- 
ingly, of the Hilbert space): 
A + U’AV for U,VE U(n). 
The Jordan map generalizes not only in the form (29) and (30) (n* X n* 
matrices X and Y), but also to commuting left and right operator realiza- 
tions of n X n matrices (see Ref. [lo]). The implications of these generaliza- 
tions for the irreducible representations, Wigner coefficients, and Racah 
coefficients of the unitary group (and its subgroups) constitute an extensive 
literature (mostly) by physicists in deriving explicit results.’ 
We conclude with the following remark. Foata and Garsia [4] have used 
combinatorial methods to rederive the Kibble-Slepian formula (and this 
method, with minor variations, presumably applies to the slight extension 
given here). lo For physicists it would be of considerable interest to have a 
similar combinatorial proof ‘of Schwinger’s [141 generating function for the 
6-j symbol of SU(2). This formula may be described in terms of the 
notations introduced here in the following way. Consider a 4 X 3 matrix 
boson (see Chapter 5, Appendix D, Ref. [lo]): 
(33) 
We denote by Ri and 5 the product of the elements occurring in row i and 
column j of A, respectively: 
R. = a!&? r I I) i= 1,2,3,4: 
cj = a{aja{ai, j= 1,2,3. (34) 
‘It is inappropriate to reference this vast literature here. Instead, we reference Chapter 5 in 
Ref. [IO], where many citations of the original literature may be found. 
“D. Foata has verified this (private communication)‘. 
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We further define the form S(A) by 
S(A) E R, + R, + R, + R, + C, + C, + C,. (35) 
Then 
where abcdef run independently from 0 to 00, II ii denotes IIf= ,IIj= ,, K 
denotes the 4 X 3 array 
i 
d+f-b c+f-a c+d-e 
K = (kij) = 
a+f-c b+f-d a+b-e 
d+e-c b+e-a b+d-f (37) 
\u+e-b c+e-d u+c-fl 
andk,=a+b+e,k,=c+d+e,k,=u+c+f,k,=b+d+f.The 
coefficients in this expansion, 
(38) 
are then the 6-j symbols. 
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